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We live on Motinagar West Road, the western of two north-south roads that run up through
Motinagar, a locality on the south edge of, and overlooking, Shillong, the capital of Meghalaya, one of
the “seven sister” states of northeast India. Motinagar is where urban development ends and where
relatively unspoiled pine forest starts and continues up the final thousand-or-so vertical feet on the
north flank of Shillong Peak, the highest point in Meghalaya at 6,433 feet, and a mount most sacred to
the indigenous Khasi tribe, who call it Lum Shillong.
Motinagar West Road is exactly 325 of my paces long from the bottom where it splits off the main
road at a right angle to the west, does a sharp left turn to the south and heads uphill straight towards
our house - “Orina Cottage,” named after Ri’s mother Orossibon, her sister Lorna and her - roughly
halfway up the street, whereupon it meets our triangular property’s northern tip and bends slightly to
more truly south and then runs 43 paces more steeply along Orina’s hedged western boundary and
then on to the top of the hill where it rejoins the main, or the other, Motinagar road. Presumably the
main road is called Motinagar Main Road, but since no roads are marked here, that’s just a guess.
Motinagar West Road is a very narrow lane, with no sidewalks or trees along it. Properties are walled
in with stone walls, plastered bricks, concrete, metal bars and hedges, and most have something sharp
along the top to deter intruders, and gates and garages open directly onto the road. The tight 90 degree
turn at the road’s lower end is difficult to manage when cars meet coming in opposite directions someone always has to back up - so most traffic which is going up to AG Quarters, or to Lumpyngad,
the next locality beyond Motinagar, where Ri’s father was Rangbah Shnong (village headman), and
whose name means something like refreshing breeze hill, takes the slightly wider, slightly straighter,
main road. There are no electric gates here so drivers open their gates, jump in their cars, do a
however-many-necessary-point turn to get out of their cramped garage/parking space onto the narrow
road, jump out, close their gates, jump back in and then finally they are off, honking their horns to
scatter pedestrians. The houses on the east side of the lower end of Motinagar West Road are actually
the backs of houses which front the main Motinagar road, and above Orina, up the hill, houses front
onto a short connecting lane between the roads, so Orina is about the only house on the east side of
the entire street whose front gates open out onto Motinagar West Road.
The architecture of the homes on Motinagar West Road ranges from some of the original one and
sometimes two story Assam-style wood and plaster cottages and bungalows built here in the 1950s,
with their many paned bay windows and many angled tin roofs with large overhangs, in whites and
cream colors, their tin roofs painted green or rusty red, to more modern concrete adaptations of that
style, to large, boxy, ugly concrete structures.
At some point while we were away, Motinagar’s name, which is a Hindi word meaning fat hill, was
changed to the more appropriate Khasi name Lumdiengsoh, which translates to hill (lum) garden
(dieng) fruit (soh), this whole area having been the original government “Fruit Garden,” and still is in
part - from the top of the hill where the city ends down to Highway 44 there are forest patches, fruit
trees and other plantings and facilities of the Meghalaya Agriculture Department. Most of the houses
along the west side of Motinagar West Road abut the Fruit Garden and the view west from Orina’s
elevated position is across a natural drainage divide a hundred or so feet to that heavily forested area,
accentuating the feel of being just at the edge of the city. Patrick, our Sunday church-skipping take-adrive-in-the-country buddy, and Ri remember as children pilfering fruit from the orchards on the way
home from school back in the 50s and 60s.
Motinagar, which is what most people still call our locality, being on the east side of a wide country
with only one time zone, has summer morning daylight beginning at 4:00 AM. Roosters crow, and a
million birds chirp, and songbirds, including the startling cuckoo bird which sounds exactly like a
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cuckoo clock, and which is what I thought it was the first few mornings I heard one, fill the air with
joyful noise. Those few hours of light before most people are up and dogs haven’t started to bark and
there is no vehicular traffic, are pure bliss to us early risers and make Motinagar a special place.
Along both sides of the street are shallow gutters and along the west side of the street run numerous
exposed metal pipes supplying water to each house’s water storage system, usually big plastic tanks on
the roofs, gravity fed from local concrete storage units up the hill which in turn are gravity fed from
springs in the forest beyond. And because the water pipes are exposed to the elements and traffic,
there are many leaks in the pipes, crude attempts to fix them with wrapped cloth are everywhere and
ineffective Also, because septic tanks here, if they exist, are built only to handle toilets, all other waste
water from households drains directly into systems of open nalas, or drains, crisscrossing each property
which then empty directly onto the street, and since folks here are obsessively clean and incessantly
washing things, or in some cases are just keeping their servants busy, each house is festooned with
drying laundry fluttering like prayer flags in the breeze, and water gushes into the streets from every
house and so the gutters past Orina run like babbling brooks on the steep slope, heard clearly in the
morning from any room in the house, adding to the overall pleasantness of natural sounds.
A lot of people own cars here now, of every imaginable make and model, with many more buying cars
every day, and indeed traffic in this fair city is a real and inexorably growing problem because there is
no way to widen the narrow, crooked roads, and houses weren’t built to accommodate much if any
offstreet parking, but the majority are still without cars, and indeed it is sometimes easier to not take a
car to where you are going because there is no place to park when you get there, and it’s cheaper to
share a taxi anyway, most taxis here being what we would call sub-compacts but nonetheless carrying
six to eight people mashed in all on top of one another sharing the cost. The catch point to pick up
buses and taxis is at the base of the hill where Motinagar ends at Fire Brigade, so there is a lot of foot
traffic on Motinagar West Road as the neighborhood empties in the morning, pedestrians trouping
smartly down the hill, and refills at night, residents slowly huffing and puffing back up the hill.
After the dūd wallas (milk men) carrying their distinctive aluminum milk cans on bamboo shoulder
yokes and scattered laborers smoking cheap cigarettes and coughing up morning phlegm, school
children are the first big wave of the outgoing tide downhill, each child dressed in the colored uniform
of his or her school – the grey and grey of Loreto Convent, the green and grey of St Edmund’s, the
blue and grey of St Anthony’s, the various shades of blue and blue with gold trim of Pine Mount, St
Peter’s, St Mary’s and St Margaret’s, and all the other reds and browns and tans and various plaids of
the public (our private) and government (our public) schools - in twos and threes and fours, the
youngest accompanied by parents carrying their backpacks, the downhill orientation making it seem as
if they are eager to be off to school with their rapid long strides and their running when gravity takes
control of their small bodies or they are late. They are followed by the college aged, who attend
schools sans uniforms and are dressed in mostly western but with some small amounts of north Indian
garb mixed in, and then come the office workers and shop owners: the men mostly drab in their
western style clothes; the women a colorful array of tribal jainsems which are two pieces of rectangular
cloth tied at the shoulders each piece providing coverage top to bottom on the sides over the open end
of the other piece, but subject to lifting and parting in the wind so adjustments are made by tugging
this way and that and of course a full set of dress is worn underneath; kurtas (long shirts) over baggy
pajama (a Hindi word) pants which are tight at the ankles, usually accented by a sash/scarf kind of
piece of cloth, the middle part draped across the bodice in front with the two loose ends hanging down
the back from both shoulders, unfastened and so requiring constant adjustment by the wearer, the
whole outfit being called a salwar kameez, and; saris, with their multiple layers combined with a bare,
often fleshy midriff, which also seem to require constant tugging or pulling or re-draping of one end or
the other and are a mystery to me as to how they are kept so clean in these filthy streets. For men and
women, heavy, often colorful shawls, like blankets, are de rigueur in cooler weather, while umbrellas
are present in summer when sun and rain threaten.
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Coming down the hill, chapals (flip flop sandals) and sneakers make slapping sounds, and in groups
they sound like desultory applause passing by Orina. Women dressed for office make a more
clipcloppy sound with their high heels, not the very high heels that the young women wear to church
here, but open backed low heels nonetheless, and a challenge I suppose to negotiate these rough roads
and broken stairs in here. And so many languages burble past, spoken in groups or singly over the
ubiquitous cell phones – Khasi, Jaintia, Garo, Assamese, Naga, Mizo and Manipuri, and Bengali, Hindi,
Marwari and Nepali – my ear now tuning in to the differences, like Mizo sounding so far eastern, more
like Japanese than any of the South Asian dialects – and of course English which almost everyone with
any education speaks fluently here, and turns on during any conversation, especially it seems when a
“farang” like me is sighted.
The parade of people goes on for hours as some school kids are off as early as 6:30 AM, perhaps for
tutoring, while office workers, the last wave, who are supposed to be at their desks by the time the
government siren goes off at 10:00, trickle past, peaking about 11:00 or even 11:30. Then, starting a
little past noon, the tide turns and the school kids start returning, now more exuberant, most noshing
on an after school snack, but the uphill aspect makes for more leisurely strolling, dawdling, or even
mischief, like bouncing on the pipes where they are suspended in the gutter, and lots of gossip of the
days events, and the slower pace also makes the individual conversations as they pass Orina last longer.
One can’t understand the exact words but the bluff and boasting and bluster of the boys and the
excited, often hushed chatter of the teenage girls are understood in a general sense for what they are.
Foot traffic extends well past dusk as office workers, evening shoppers and servants, many carrying
groceries for that night’s meal, mix with athletes returning from soccer games and the weary latetutored students, all humping up the hill. There is a bit of a contraflow in the evening as young people,
dressed like any western college-aged kids (except for the fad of young women wearing actual pajama
bottoms here, replete with happy bedtime creatures printed on them, in public, accented by tousled
hair and a just-woke-up look), the boys with heavily gelled hair and baggy jeans, the girls in tight jeans
or tights under short skirts or long shirts - bare legs by grown men or women a very rare sight here,
except for the brazen Mizo girls and the rare non-conformist fellows - most in jackets in the cool
evenings, all texting and chattering as they make their way into town for whatever action they have on
their youthful agenda
Weekends are a different story entirely with quiet time extending till noon or so especially on Sunday
when church is the big event around these parts, and everyone is dressed up, many of the girls looking
like they are on their way to Prom, tottering on their high heels, marching again down in the morning
and slowly plodding back up in the afternoon, some girls now barefoot, carrying their impractical heels.
On Motinagar West Road, as in most Indian cities, you can get just about any basic item or service you
need from salesmen on foot if you just wait. Vegetable, fruit, dried meat and milk sellers; trash
collectors; cosmetics, pots and pans, flower pots, furniture and carpet salesmen; shoe repairers and
gardeners, all ply the roads here. The channa wallas ring their bells, like western ice cream trucks,
“lingalingalingalingalinga” and the cotton fluffers pick at their stringed cotton fluffing instruments
making a “tahngggg …… tahngggg” sound. Everyone else calls out his wares or service in a distinctive
way, the potato walla calling out “aloo…aloo” sounding a bit like a coughing ungulate as he makes his
way up the hill. The plastic trash walla makes his voice as nasal and penetrating as possible to alert you
to his presence, the only decipherable word being “plahsteeek.” Irritatingly, other types of solicitors
come by now, offering things in a modern way - they actually enter your compound and knock on your
door! They precede their pitch with “Hello, I’m getting my management degree and we’re doing a
survey……” the survey then consisting of the lone question “can I show you some samples” of some
crap or other that they have in their briefcasey-looking bags. These intruders are usually young
women, attractive, in tight jeans, and anxious to make a sale, and you want to see women succeed here,
but maybe not in this odd intrusive way, and as a photographer you would like to take pictures of
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them, as lovely as they are, so it is difficult to show no interest in their silly products and to close the
door in their imploring faces, but it has to be done.
Orina is located just where Motinagar West Road takes a slight bend, and so our somewhat west-ofnorth view is directly down the street and relatively unobstructed, except for the awful maze of wires
attached to crooked poles crisscrossing the street willy-nilly, so we see out across Shillong proper to
some low bounding hills and, on a very clear day, all the way across the valley of the mighty
Brahmaputra River to the distant foothills and snow clad peaks of the Himalaya of Bhutan and
Arunachal Pradesh over 300 kilometers away.
Meghalaya (abode of the clouds) encompasses a plateau and its bounding hills and cliffs, surrounded
on all sides by low lying wet tropical lands - Bangladesh to the west and south, and Assam to the north
and east - and so we are directly in the path of moist air flows which, especially in the summer
monsoonal flow from the Bay of Bengal from June through September, are pushed up over the
plateau, cool, condense and dump huge quantities of rain. And the monsoon sure enough arrived this
year on June 3rd, a precisely timed and much anticipated event as everyone depends on the rain to grow
their rotated crops, and to generate electricity, which before June had become scarce. When not right
in the middle of a cloud burst, our mile high vantage point from Orina of clouds exploding upward
into the atmosphere from the moist plains makes us feel we are looking out an airplane window.
Thanks too to our elevation the weather is temperate compared to plains India – when it’s 100 degrees
in Kolkata or Guwahati, it’s only 75 here - and it’s easy to see why the British chose this as the capital
of all of Assam – close to Kolkata, but so much nicer. It never quite freezes hard so bananas grow
alongside the pines and just down the hills from the open rolling green plateau, where potatoes do well
and which earned Meghalaya the nickname “Scotland of the East,” towards the plains, in any direction,
increasingly warmer climatic zones provide all the rice, vegetables and exotic fruits imaginable.
Motinagar West Road is a desirable location because it’s relatively quiet, as there is little through traffic
and we are far enough from Highway 44 where car, bus, motorbike, tuk-tuk and truck horns, many of
which are ultra-loud and musical, blat, bleat, trumpet and whistle maddeningly. There are several
doctors, active and retired ministers, a retired Chief Engineer and other officials living on the street and
there are no shops or commercial ventures other than one quiet veterinary clinic at the bottom of the
road and one private doctor’s human clinic at the top of the road, neither of which you would
recognize as such except for the small signs. Directly across the street from us Dr. Synrem and her
husband Mr. Ryngah the legislator, live in a modern tasteful home, concrete, but retaining many of the
Assam-style features, including a red tin roof, and they are always chauffeured about in their big cars,
his even has a red bubble on top for scattering traffic, and although they have a wide and proper gate,
getting those big vehicles up and out of their low west side position on to Motinagar West Road always
requires some maneuvering.
Sadly much of the charm of Motinagar is being lost as a building boom and wildly upward spiraling real
estate prices propagates the erection of giant boxy concrete buildings packed with rentals. Behind us
to the south, where a single old Khasi woman used to live in her Assam style cottage surrounded by
fruit trees, is now a concrete behemoth with at least twenty non-tribal people living there in rental flats
below the new owners, and not a single square foot of open earth. To our east, sprawled over several
lots which used to be fruit trees is now an obscenely large structure packed with renters below the
owners flat, and to the north, sandwiched basically into a back yard, is a brand new place they are
putting the finishing touches on being six boxy apartments, five stories high, which doesn’t even make
a pretense of being some rentals attached to an owner’s home - no, this big box is just a bright green
apartment building. All this population density makes for the crying of babies, the clattering of pots
and pans, onstreet parking which is a hassle, the overheard conversations in any number of languages,
the barking of dogs who never get out - which really isn’t all unpleasant, it just reminds you of how
closely packed we are and why the Khasis feel threatened by a flood of outsiders.
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These new high-rise buildings occupy every square inch of the land they are built on, leaving little or no
open space for any kind of greenery. The building code here in Shillong had stipulated buildings could
be no more than four stories high, but some scofflaw minister built a five story place so it was decided
that so too could everyone else! So not only are massive new concrete structures going up but many
existing ones are adding on to their tops.
The workers on these sites are almost entirely non-tribals and live at the construction site roughly
under bits of cloth and wood until the first story slab goes in and then they hunker down under that,
cooking, bathing, doing their laundry, sleeping and sitting around the fire at night for a year or more on
each site, working dawn to dusk six and seven days a week. All single young men they stick to
themselves, travelling in packs to temple or the market for provisions, although occasionally you see
one of them chatting up someone’s non-tribal servant across a fence.
The mix in Shillong is now about 80% concrete versus 20% Assam style bungalows and cottages but
there are starting to be some holdouts. The lovely Assam-style house just at the corner of Motinagar
West Road and the main road has just undergone extensive rehab, and Orina is also an exception, not
broken into rentals, still the old Assam style house, and with a lovely garden of flowers and even a few
hundred square foot patch of lawn, which must be scenic for the renters in their cramped cold
neighboring quarters to look out and down upon. Ri’s family is well represented in Motinagar and
neighboring localities and Orina is joined by cousin Herbie’s “Elysium” cousin Betty’s “Pisgah” cousin
Diana’s “ShangriLa,” niece Michelle’s “Lumsohphoh,” cousin Mickey’s “Myrica,” to name just a few.
Motinagar West Road is paved, poorly, and it is potholed, and has just been made a real mess by PHE
who is laying water pipes along the east side of the road, digging up the road and burying the pipes just
a few inches below the surface, and then not paving it back over but rather just leaving the broken
pavement blocks and stone rubble and the now mud filled trench, so our very narrow road has just lost
about a quarter of its width, which I guess is in one way OK because it reduces through traffic even
more. Since the road is a hill kids play on it, fashioning crude wheeled platforms out of sticks and
metal wheels to zoom down the hill with much whooping and clattering, but this usually only occurs
during winter vacation (our summer break equivalent) when kids finally get some real time off from the
relentless pressure of schooling, which is all consuming here. There are few if any bikes in this town –
the hills are too steep, the roads too narrow with no escape for a cyclist – so I’ve never seen one on
our street, but kids, many with no yards at all to play in, play in the street, and those with no balls, or
bats, or other toys, use their feet and race each other from landmark to landmark on the lower part of
the street where it is flatter. Also, since it’s a hill, cars and motorbikes coast down it with engines off to
save fuel, like any hill in Meghalaya, and so you have to be careful stepping out into the street.
It has gotten noticeably quieter here at Orina, at least at a certain time of day, since the bypass opened.
The bypass is a modern road, decades in the making, which proves that things can get done in this
crazy country, but more importantly provides an alternate route for through traffic from way east of
the city, bypassing Shillong to the north and connecting with Highway 40 all the way down by the
Umiam Lake dam site. Until the bypass opened a few weeks ago all the thousands of daily coal and
other goods-laden, smoke belching, overloaded, slow moving trucks had to stop outside the city limits
and line up in miles long queues until they were released in floods after office worker rush hour in the
evening, whereupon they would clog the roads and snake their way on Highways 44 and 40 through
the narrow streets of Shillong, our western notion of a “highway” not applying for the most part in
Meghalaya, until the wee hours of the morn, delivering their Jaintia Hills coal to Assam, or their plainsstates manufactured goods to Jowai. The steep hill down from the plateau behind Shillong Peak on
Highway 44 winds its way about a mile to our east, and all the badly overloaded trucks have squeaky
brakes and every evening around 6:30 upon their release the orchestra of trucks would start their
symphony, and for hours the convoy of trucks squealed, squawked, howled, moaned and whined as the
drivers road their brakes all the way down through Mawblei, Madanryting, Nongthymmai and
Jingkieng to Fire Brigade, where the main Motinagar road meets Highway 44 on relatively flat ground.
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That strange sound, like a nightly migrating flock of birds, far enough from us to be unannoying,
almost pleasant, is now gone.
It is Sunday morning, June 30, about 10:30 now, I’ve only heard two cars go by so far today, and
standing in Orina’s yard looking down Motinagar West Road, I see a few pedestrians on their way
leisurely into town. I see our neighbor has pulled her new car out of her garage and someone is
washing it. Our nephew Chris just pulled his car out of our shed through the lower gate and is going
somewhere more convenient to wash it since we threw out the old hose with a thousand holes in it,
preparatory to putting in a proper system of pipes and hose bibs for the yard, and he’d have to carry
water down to our parking area. I can see a maid at Rebecca’s mother in law’s cream colored Assamstyle house hanging laundry in their back yard and another maid hanging bedclothes in the concrete
compound below us. Looking up the street there’s nobody, and the big new construction project with
its metal reinforcement rods extending from the third story pillars like weeds sprouting to the heavens,
the green hills behind now almost entirely obscured, is quiet.
Although the sky is cloudy, it’s not terribly threatening, but I can feel a light mist on my face and it will
surely rain today, it being monsoon. It’s about 65 degrees, and probably won’t get much warmer.
Birds chirp. No more cuckoo birds though – they must have moved on. Some roosters still crowing
at this late hour. No construction noises, no music playing, just some clattering of dishes and the
whistling of milk being steamed in the neighbors’ kitchens. The smell of something very flavorful
being cooked. The occasional horn honking from over on the main road, a few dogs bark in the
distance.
Ri’s princess plants are in full bloom and the ground beneath them is covered in lavender petals beaten
off in the rains. So many other flowers, some familiar, some not, blooming bravely away in Orina’s
sumptuous garden in the face of the daily downpours. Looking into them I see their beauty enhanced
with delicate droplet jewels of water. The lawn needs mowing but it’s too wet, and the mist is getting
heavier now so I shall go indoors.
Later I’ll walk down Motinagar West Road to the main road and then down the hill to Fire Brigade,
around the football field, dodging traffic, to usually frantic Laitumkhrah, where most of the shops will
be closed on a Sunday so it’ll be quiet, but Rheen’s bakery will be open, they being Seventh Day
Adventist and closed on Saturdays. Then back up the hill I’ll plod, leaving the noise of the city proper
behind. Having longer legs I’ll overtake most other pedestrians, greeting the few people I recognize
but mostly staring wide eyed back at the wide eyed children who don’t know me, and then I’ll be
surrounded when I get close to Orina by a gaggle of young boys who play in our street and who call
me ‘Uncle” and always want to know exactly what I am doing and what I bought, but lose interest in
me as soon as I ask them how school is going and what they learned lately and they peel off back to
their play and I’ll walk the last hundred feet or so by myself up quiet Motinagar West Road, to our
green gate, step across the mess left by PHE, and climb the steps up into Orina’s compound. And
after I close the gate I’ll stand for a moment and enjoy the view down our street, listen a bit, look at the
clouds billowing up from the lowlands, and watch for something interesting, maybe even startling, to
pass by on Motinagar West Road, and I always enjoy the looks on faces of passerby not expecting my
funny face, now pinker than usual from the trudge up the hill, to be looking at them over the hedge.

[continue below for pix]
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July 1, 2013
Shillong
Dear Family and Friends,
The above text-only bit was an interesting exercise for me as I feared losing the ability to simply write
about a subject without saying something witty and then showing a picture worth a thousand words, a
la National Geographic. But once I started writing (and with a maddening endless loop in my head of
Madness’ and CSN&Y’s versions of “Our House!”), I could have gone on and on about just this road
we live on, with better descriptions of each home, and its occupants….but I need to stop, so now that
I have described our street, and you have an image of it in your mind, let’s look at some pix and see
how close I came to accurately conjuring up a vision through the use of words only.
View SW down Motinagar West Road of monsoon clouds building up in the lowlands.

Two school boys returning from, and some college girls going to, school. PHE mess on right.
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Left below, the view through Ri’s princess plants and the tangled maze of wires down the street.
Right below, a vegetable seller climbing the street, two school boys up to some mischief or other, water
pipes on right, green forest in background.

The PHE “crew” consisted of two village guys with some basic tools. Left below, the crew takes a
break, looking up Motinagar West Road from our gate, water running in nala, as always, massive
concrete structure going up in background. We got to know these villagers who had no place to stash
their tools at night so we let them use our compound, and out of curiosity, I accompanied them to
their camp one evening, way out in the forest – just some plastic sheets hung up in the dense
undergrowth.
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The view down Motinagar West Road from the top of the hill. Building on left (some gov’t Minister’s)
now three stories and growing.

From where I’m standing it’s 43 paces along the hedge to the lower end of Orina, down where that
boxy green apartment building just went up.
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The plastic and pots and pans walla coming up the street past our lower gate. The forested Fruit
Garden in the background left.

Ri does a deal for some plastic stuff.

A woman in a salwar kameez passes our front gate.
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I almost never do this, but I am going to show you some pix NOT taken in the last three months, to
make some points. Below left, Orina from back yard looking northwest in morning light. Below right,
kids playing on the hill in front of Orina.

And here is that view out across the city, and the entire Brahmaputra valley, to the Himalaya.

Ri buys veggies and gets her shoe fixed on front steps. Carpet salesmen.
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Strange cloaked figure.

Enough about Motinagar West Road. Following are some highlights of the last 3 months:
I got to finally see the famous Shad Suk Mynsiem, the Khasi Spring dance, which I have heard about
for 41 years but never witnessed. Absolutely spectacular.
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Young men and women dance for two days to drums and a flute-like instrument. Below, inside the
circle are the women, dancing, if that’s what their slow motion walking can be called, while circling
around them are the men, dancing in groups. The band is on that giant drum on the left.

The women move very slowly, almost an imperceptible movement of the feet. Restrained,
unemotional, they move alone or in twos and threes, older girls guiding the youngest ones, in random
directions around the field, sometimes meeting in their trajectories and performing some ritual
greeting. They are clad in precious gold and a rare type of pink stone – probably coral.
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The men, clad in their finest warrior garb, display their plumage furiously, and dance in groups around
the women, each group having its own series of steps and movements and chants.

Periodically the music changes and a new formation will organize itself. Below, the women are now all
in a circle along the white line which separated the men and the women, still doing their little steps,
while the men charge around them faster and faster, noisier and noisier. The Seng Khasi are the “true
Khasi,” unchristianized and worshiping the rooster, seen on the flag.
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Round and round the men go hour after hour, flashing their swords while the women serenely walk.

It was a photographer’s dream and I was the only tourist in the crowd! The men resplendent in their
outfits, the women transcendent in their beauty and their poise.
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Their beauty, to me, can be breathtaking, especially in groups like this where it is purposely on display
and the full range of their exquisite Khasi features can be savored.

The dancing continues until it is dark.
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After the dancing, ceremonies are performed. I didn’t notice at the time but that is Ri’s nephew,
Audie, in black suit and red sash with clasped hands next to the priest doing the water ceremony.

After the ceremonies, the crowd eagerly picks though the offerings for sacred souvenirs. Then drums
and horns continue and a torchlit march is organized, which proceeds round and round the field,
everyone joining in now, chanting the Seng Khasi theme song,
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and then the parade snakes its way in darkness up from the field through the town to the Seng Khasi
Community Hall where there is more dancing, this time only by the men, with lots of clashing of
swords, till some point is reached and it is suddenly over and everyone scatters and goes home, the
streets quickly turning quiet and empty in the dark.

All in all an outstanding two days. The photo ops didn’t stop, from the tiniest warriors
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To the beauty of the women (have I mentioned that?). Apparently the participants in this dance are all
unmarried and ‘twas lucky for me that I am already married, for their mesmerizing beauty would surely
have had me on bended knee numerous times that weekend!

Perhaps the most adrenaline producing moments though were during the parade when, after I stood at
the front of the parade and shot a movie of the whole chanting, costumed crowd streaming around me,
I ended up back at the tail end of the parade which was basically a moving mosh pit of young men,
some alcohol fueled, but mostly feeling really, really Khasi and letting the world hear it! The previous
week such a parade had left in its wake burned out shops, overturned cars and beat up non-Khasis. So
if there has been any time this trip when I was exposed, and I’m always exposed being taller than
everyone else, but I mean to risk, this was it, but it was only exhilarating and I just kept shooting pix.
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The Orina remodel continues. I try valiantly to get work done while Rizona tries to distract me, which,
I guess, is a natural thing for an Apsara to do. This is a sampling of what I am subjected to:
“Hey, look at the hat I bought! Isn’t it cool?”

“Can I come up there on the ladder with you?”

“Am I holding this tool right?”
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“Do you think this skirt is too short for church?”

“Peekaboo!”

“And over here is where we’re going to put the dance floor with the disco light, and over there….”
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“What if I just stand here like this for a while? Is that helpful?”

On and on it goes till I finally banish her to the sitting room where she mopes and plays solitaire and
makes little abandoned kitten sounds till I come in to check, and then she turns her back on me.
Which is all nonsense of course – Ri is quite busy maintaining Orina as we don’t have any servants,
houseboys, maids, drivers, chowkidars, malis or dhobi’s, although our good friend Rebecca does come
over to help Ri when need be, especially to mix and apply the chapra (some kind of toxic plant) to the
wood floors, wood here being prone to termite damage. So the pictures above were on Ri’s birthday,
when we decided to see if we still had it in us to do a purposeful photo shoot, and I had torn the
plaster off both sides of the wall prior to its removal and it looked really cool with just the bamboo
exposed, so we had a “set,” and, it being her birthday and all, it seemed somehow appropriate that we
two old farts spent the day trying outfits on her, draping her around the set, and shooting pix.
Here’s Ri doing her more normal stuff, like mowing the lawn.
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Right after the “photo shoot” we dismantled the wall, saving every little piece of wood and bamboo, to
be used later on some new walls for closets going in (the plaster, a loose mixture of fine sand and lime,
having previously been saved in a pile outside for remixing with cement to make mortar later), and you
can see what a swell big, light, high-ceilinged room this is going to be.

We have scraped all the dreadful metallic silver paint off the wood and are sanding down the thick
creosote covering it to expose the beautiful grain beneath. All the plywood for the ceiling is cut
and numbered with 19 holes for the new LED lighting cut out of them and I’ve applied 4 coats of
white paint to each piece. (Hope I cut the holes right!) We are slowly moving this project along.
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Cousin Betty owns some rice paddies down in the Ri Bhoi area in the town of Mawkyrdem, and I
finally got to witness the planting of rice, and recorded the whole series of events and all the
participants, including what appeared at first to be some water buffalo mud racing! But this complex
rice thing really deserves its own cover - the harvest part is important and that doesn’t happen till
December - so I will reserve these pix till later,.

But here’s a shot of Ri, who couldn’t resist getting her feet wet, and luckily did not have her swimsuit
with her, because that certainly would have been scandalous!
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Ri and I had a 41st Anniversary and we retraced our steps from that day when we were married here.
Much has changed, except the building where we had our reception is still the same, and we actually
found up on Shillong Peak the very spot we shot Ri in her wedding dress 41 years ago.
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The monsoon started and it has begun to rain here in earnest, but we still have months of downpours
to come so I think I’ll reserve a full depiction of slap (rain in Khasi) till next time, except to say this
about umbrellas: We went to a Khasi-Jaintia dance and I was struck by the plethora of umbrellas, used
in this case to shield the crowd from a fierce pre-monsoon sun.

An ocean of umbrellas, obscuring all under its colorful surface.

Curious what lay beneath the surface, like a scuba diver I plunged below the umbrellas and shot some
denizens of that zone.
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I have now joined the umbrella club and own one myself. In my case it is not to protect my delicate
skin, but rather to protect my camera so that I can take pictures in the rain. And I didn’t get no froofroo parasol, I got the biggest, blackest umbrella I could find. The story behind this picture is this
young man volunteered to carry my camera bag up a steep and slippery trail out of a gorge where
snakes grow as thick as tree trunks and it was pouring down rain making the trail quite treacherous, and
I guess I looked like I was struggling, when in reality I was just trying to walk the tricky path and take
pictures at the same time and therefore stumbling and looking more the doofus than I am.
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We saw the rise of another supermoon:

The above is actually the day before when the moon was only 90+% or so, and I was scouting
locations. Luckily I took tons of pix that night, as the next night the moon was partly visible for only a
few minutes (below left) before it disappeared. Below right is one of my favorites from the previous
night when storms moved rapidly across the tableau and I shot hundreds of frames.

Sometimes in life, it is good to stop and smell the roses…or at least to look at the roses and appreciate
them, as I do, having misplaced my sense of smell somewhere, and perhaps to take pix of the
roses…or of the cracks in the pavement….or wherever miksang takes me, which lately is clouds.
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Here’s a selection of monsoon cloud pix taken in just the past couple weeks standing in Orina’s front
yard. The view west, out over the tops of the Fruit Garden trees.

The view north.

The view East. In the setting sun they can look like volcanoes erupting.
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Even cool in B&W.
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I’m sure the neighbors think I’m crazy – old man takes pictures of clouds – or worse, as it might
appear I’m shooting surreptitious pix as I crouch in bushes, and peer out sky lights and lurk on the
roof, but what all the contortions are about is trying to get pictures free of the awful maze of wires!
Bonus Pix!
Right as I was trying to finish this off and make my July 1 deadline, the power went out, and stayed out
all day. As I waited to try to finish this, an amazing cloud show went off in front of Orina. I snapped
pix for hours out of the sitting room front window, and following are some of those shots.
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You can see on these two wider angle shots there was a lot going on in the sky,

(I have left the power lines un-cropped to show what we are up against here, the sun setting directly
behind those wires on the left.)

By zooming into this complex scene with my telephoto I took a trip through a dreamscape.
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The moisture laden clouds, when shaded by other clouds, looked really dark, even solid, and at times it
seemed like they were actually distant mountains.
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While other scenes just seemed otherworldy.
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The clouds were growing and dissipating and swirling and changing very fast and every couple minutes
I’d look outside, grab my camera and stand on the couch and shoot out of the upper most window (to
avoid power lines). Then, suddenly the power came back on around 5PM and, pooip, the cloud show
was over and we were socked in under flat grey skies, and I could now finish this update.
I certainly enjoyed myself taking these pix, and am glad I did as those scenes captured above will never
be seen again, by anyone, anywhere, because they were unique and were fleeting, made just of vapor.
One lesson (re)learned is that you don’t have to go further than you sitting room couch to take some
amazing pictures!

Lots of Love and Best Wishes from the Jeschkes.
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